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Editorial Note
The Editorial Note in Environmental Science (ENES) series, including its

Editorial Notes sub-topics in Application of Environmental Science and
Editorial Notes in Environmentalpollution,has setup it-self as medium for
the publication of new tendencies in Environmental Science and analytical
chemistry know how lookup and instructing.

The cornerstone of ENES's editorial coverage is its unwavering dedication
to record the present day consequences from all areas of environmental
science and analytical chemistry research, development, and education.
ENES has usually loved cooperation with the environmental science R & D
community, with several renowned academics, and with prestigious institutes
and realized societies. Our mission is to serve this society by means of
imparting a most precious publication service.
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Journal of environmental analytical chemistry-ISSN

The ISSN of this journal is 2380-2391. An International Standard Serial
Number is an 8 digit code which indicates the identity of the journal,
magazine, newspaper etc.The ISSN is beneficial in distinguishing between
serials with the equal title. ISSNs are used in cataloging,ordering,
and different practices in connection with serial literature. The ISSN is 
not connected with ownership of the journal, nor does it confer copyright
or protect the title of the serial of other publishers. The ISSN
is not related to prison deposit.

ISSN are used by Publishers, Libraries, Catalogue databases,
Documentation centres and databases, Subscription agencies, Academics,
Retailers/wholesalers, etc. ISSN are assigned to the titles of serial

publications, and it may also assignied to online journal titles, for different
physical formats of a serial.

Journal of environmental analytical chemistry-Editorial Board

The Editorial Board is a group of scientific experts in
the journal's field. Editorial board members promote the journal to their
colleagues and peers. Assist the editors in decision making over issues such
as plagiarism claims and submissions where reviewers can't agree on a
decision.

To become a board member in particular journal first you need to contact
editor-in-chief or publishers. The role of the editorial board is to advice and
support the editor. They encourage the authors, readers, subscribers, and
colleagues to submit their best work to the journal

Journal of environmental analytical chemistry-publisher

Journal of environmental analytical chemistry is published by Hilaris
Publisher. This publisher is located in Belgium. The publication history of this
journal has started from 2014-till date.

Journal of environmental analytical chemistry-
categories

Journal of environmental analytical chemistry is a peer-reviewed scientific
journal. The scope of Editorial Notes in environmental
Science covers analytical instrumentation, techniques for remote
measurements, determination of trace atmospheric constituents of
anthropogenic and natural origin, detection and identification of chemical
compounds in nature (air, water, soil and biota), determination and validation
of heavy metals and radionuclides in the environment, different method and
chemometrics in environmental analysis, etc.
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